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Let F be a set of uniformly bounded, real valued functions on [a, h] and 
S a non-empty family of real valued functions on [a, h]. If there exists an 
s* ES such that 
id sup ll.f-sll =sup llf-A, 
,tS fEF f E t- 
then s* is called a best simultaneous approximation to F. This definition 
was given by Diaz and McLaughlin [ 11. They proved that best 
simultaneous approximation of F is equivalent to best simultaneous 
approximation of the two functions F+ and F-~ where 
Ff = inf sup sup f(Y) 
a>0 O<lr- ,I<& fEt 
and 
In this note, using a different approach, we show that best simultaneous 
approximation to F is equivalent to best simultaneous approximation of 
the two functions supfEF f and inf,EFJ The same result is also obtained 
for simultaneous approximation of F in the L, norm. 
THEOREM 1. !f s* E S is a best approximation to F then 
supIIf-s*/I=I/I(supf+inf,f)/2-s*~+(supf-inff)/2~~. (1) 
/ E F , t F /et ftF /EI. 
We first prove the following Lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A be a bounded set of’ reul numbers und r he any real 
number. Then 
Sup la-r1 = l(a+fi)/2-rl +(x-p)/2 
<it= 4 
(2) 
inhere r = SUP,,~ n u and fl= inf,, A u. 
Pro@ It is sufficient to prove that 
sup lul= l(c(+fl)j2/ +(U-fl)j2. 
<I t ,I 
(3) 
In fact, (2) follows by considering A - r instead of A. 
Case 1. If r+fi>O then r> -[I= -inf,,G,,j u=su~,~, (-u). Hence 
~uP,~.~ lal =wuta a = ‘x It is clear that in this case the right-hand side of 
(3) also equals 2. 
CUW 2. If r+lj<O then J< -fl= -inf,,. 1 u=sup,,., (-a). Hence 
wUt.4 lal =sw,, 4 (-a) = -fi. In this case the right side of (3) alsoequals 
-/I. Hence (3) holds. 
Proqf‘qf‘ Theorem 1. Let .F E S and x E [a, h]. Then by Lemma 1 
Sup if(x) - s(x)1 = / { supJ’(.u) + inf ,f‘(x)}/2 - s(x)l 
itt , t /; , E f.- 
+ sup j’(x) - inf j(x) ,\/2. 
/tP ItF 
(4) 
Now. we take the supremum of both sides of (4) over [u, h]: 
sup IIf’-sll = II l(supf’+ inf .1’)iZ-.sl +(sup,f’- inf ,f)/2/1. 
IFI. , F I: /EP f t F fLf 
Then by taking the infimum over S we obtain (1). This completes the 
proof. 
If,f, and .f7 are any two real valued functions on [a, h] then V.u E [a, h] 
sup,= i.J,(-u) + inf,= ,.zf,(.x) =.1;(x) + f&) and SUP,=, 2.f,(x) -inf,= l.z 
.J(.u) = I {.f,(.~) -j,(x))/2/. Therefore, we obtain the following result, which 
had been proven in [Z], as a special case of Theorem I : 
‘2,: max( llh -4, lIf2-.d ) 
= inf /I i(.f‘, + f;)/2 --s/ + (f‘, -.f,)/211. 
5 F s (5) 
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THEOREM 2. If .s* is u best .simultun~wus uppro.uimation to F, tlze,rl 
sup Il,f‘-s*lI =maxi 11;~~ f’-s*ll, I!:$ ,f’-s*ll ). 
, F 1. i 
(6) 
Tllut is, s* is u best simultunrous uppro.uimution to F fund only> fit i.s N best 
.simultaneou.s approximution to sup, t ,..,f’and inf,, I ,f: 
Proof Substituting ,f, = sup, c ,... f’ and ,f = inf, c ,. f‘ in (5 ) we get 
max{ lIsupf‘-s*/(, 11 inf ,f’-,s*li 1 
, F 1,’ 1 F I 
= II I(~U~.f‘+~~~.,f)!2-.s*l +‘;up;$ f);'2ll c F 
Together with (1) we obtain (6). 
Next we consider simultaneous approximation problem in L, norm. 
Now, let F be a set of uniformly bounded integrable functions on [u, h] 
and S be a non-empty set of integrable functions on [u, h]. Then s* ES is 
said to be a best simultaneous upprnximation to F in L, norm if 
inf [” sup i,f(.u) - .s(.u)l d.x = [” sup I.f‘(s) - .~*(x)l n’s, 
,E.SJ‘l /tb +Jil IFI. 
By integrating (4) we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. !f s* ES is a best simultaneous upproximution to F in L, 
norm then 
,rh 
J sup l,f‘(x) - s*(s)1 d.Y 0 /i-I 
= 1” l(supf’+ inf f‘)/2 -.F*(.Y)~ lis + lh (sup f‘- inf ,f’)/2 L~.Y. 
L iI , t I ,Fb -0 lFI , c I 
(7) 
When we consider only two functionsj’, and,fl it is shown in [3] that s* 
is a best simultaneous approximation to f’, and ,f2 in L, norm if 
Here. we see that this result is a special case of Theorem 3. 
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THEOREM 4. s* is u best simultrmeous uppro.uimation to F in L, norm if 
und onI>? if’ 
-ia 
= maxiisup,f’(.u)~.s*(r)/, 1 inf f’(r)-x*(x)1 ) LLY. (9) 
L <i lcf ,*F 
That is. .vimultaneou.r uppro.rimution to F in L, norm is equivalent to t/w 
simultaneous uppro.uimation of the> tuw firnctions supl t P ,f ami inf, t , f’ in L, 
norm. 
Proof: We substitute f’, = sup, cl f’ and ,fi = inf,., f’ in (8). Then 
together with (7) we obtain (9). 
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